Why do girls and women
drink alcohol during pregnancy?
Information for Service Providers
“It is safest not to drink alcohol during pregnancy.”
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6 Zeasons 'ŝrls and Women Day rŝnŬ urŝng Wregnancy
1. Women are unaware they are pregnant.
Approximately 50% of pregnancies are unplanned.
Most women will stop drinking when they learn they
are pregnant. /t͛s important to haǀe conǀersaƟons
with women about alcohol use before they become
pregnant.

2. Women are unaware of the extent of
damage alcohol can cause the fetus.
While Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder (FASD) is the
leading known cause of developmental disability, the
range of harms of alcohol during pregnancy is sƟll
debated in the media, Science has yet to determine
all the factors that aīect how alcohol can aīect a
developing fetus.

3. Women underesƟmate the harms alcohol
consumpƟon can cause ďecause they Ŭnow
other women who dranŬ durŝng pregnancy
and theŝr chŝldren appear healthy.
While many women are aware of the possible harms
of alcohol, tobacco and other drugs, the eīects can be
varied, invisible and only apparent years down the road.
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y
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4. lcohol use ŝs the norm ŝn theŝr socŝal
group͕ so aďstaŝnŝng may ďe dŝĸcult.
For some women, it can be hard to abstain when it’s
expected that they drink, especially if people don’t
yet know they are pregnant. Alcohol use is oŌen an
integral part of business networking, socializing and
relaƟonships.

5. Women may ďe usŝng alcohol to cope
wŝth dŝĸcult lŝfe sŝtuaƟons such as ǀŝolence͕
depressŝon͕ poǀerty or ŝsolaƟon.
Many women can Įnd it diĸcult to stop drinking when
their life circumstances remain challenging during
pregnancy or if they have few alternaƟves for Įnding
support and treatment.

6. Women may struggle wŝth alcohol addŝcƟon.
AddicƟon spans all segments of society and can be
a concern long before pregnancy. In some cases,
pregnancy can be an opportunity to address addicƟons
issues, but in other cases, harm reducƟon approaches
should be considered unƟl a woman is ready to address
her addicƟon.
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